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Hello!
When faced with an issue as important and enormous as
the climate crisis, it’s easy to feel overwhelmed. That’s
something actor Fehinti Balogun can certainly identify with
– his feelings of helplessness took him on a journey that
led him to create a new film with Complicité (see page 3)
to help others to find a sense of hope for the future.
Big questions have also been occupying saxophonist and
MC Soweto Kinch, whose latest work with the London
Symphony Orchestra explores topics such as social division
and racism (see page 13).
We’re excited to see the return of the Royal Shakespeare
Company, with The Comedy of Errors. But don’t dismiss
this play as simply a farce, says director Phillip Breen
(page 18) – there’s more profundity there than you might
think.
The world premiere of a new work by renowned composer
– and Arsenal fan – Mark-Anthony Turnage delves into one
of football’s most exciting games (see page 8), while
Fringe! Festival celebrates queer voices on the big screen
(page 5).
We find out about the development of Isamu Noguchi’s
ubiquitous – and oft-copied – Akari light sculptures on
page 10, while pianist Samantha Ege spotlights forgotten
Black women composers (page 15).
There’s so much happening around the Centre this month.
We can’t wait to see you here.
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Activism on film
Anxiety about the climate crisis spurred actor Fehinti
Balogun to create a new work with Complicité to
inspire others into action.
Why don’t we talk about it? Fehinti Balogun asks this
important question and offers an invitation in Can I Live?,
a new performance about the climate catastrophe, filmed
here during our closure, that shares his personal journey
into the biggest challenge of our times.
Through spoken word, rap, theatre, animation and
scientific facts, Fehinti explores the key issues
underpinning the emergency, identifying the relationship
between the environmental crisis and the global struggle
for social justice.
In the face of a sense of helplessness about the climate
catastrophe, Balogun says Can I Live? invites audiences to
recognise they are not alone, and that through connecting
with the many powerful activists around the globe driving
change, we can find a sense of hope for the future.
The genesis of the project came when he was in a play in
2016 about climate change. ‘As I did my research for the
show, what I learned turned my life upside down.
I couldn’t function properly; I would just stay in my room
for long periods of time, I couldn’t talk to anyone, and I
wasn’t really capable of doing anything.
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‘Then I thought, “let’s do something”.’ He says he adopted
a more environmentally-friendly lifestyle, and at the time
thought that would be enough.
It wasn’t long before film roles such as in Juliet, Naked and
The Gallery arrived, then a West End lead role as Algernon
Moncrieff in The Importance of Being Earnest. But one
particularly hot summer, he experienced another powerful
feeling of ‘climate anxiety’. Determined to make a
difference, he approached the theatres where he was
performing to encourage them to adopt more eco-friendly
practices, but was frustrated by their response.
He joined Extinction Rebellion and protested. But that
brought conflict with his mum. ‘She was worried I was
going to throw away my career by being so vocal about
this issue,’ he recalls. ‘We argued and argued until we kind
of came to a stalemate. But after reflection, I realised she
had a point: that as a young Black man, it was likely I
would be treated differently by the police to the white
people on the protests.’
He took his mum’s perspective onboard and wrote an
environmental activism to talk inspire other people from
global majority backgrounds to get involved with the
climate movement. That’s what inspired Can I Live?
Balogun says he chose to make the first version of the
project an online filmed performance to reach as many
people as possible. The tickets are ‘pay what you decide’
for the same reason.
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Some of the most important lessons Balogun learned are
that people have to work together. ‘Don’t assume
individual responsibility beyond your own capacity. Be
involved in your community. Recycling and so on is a great
entry point, but that doesn’t affect the massive change we
need. We need to be lobbying government however we
can. Join a group – there are lots out there.’
Can I Live?
1-12 Nov
See page 26 for details

‘What we show would never normally be seen at a
cinema’
Fringe! Festival brings a dazzling multitude of queer
voices to the big screen.
‘It’s great that there’s such a proliferation of films about
the queer experience these days,’ says head of Fringe!
Queer Film and Arts Festival, Martha Kate Margetson.
‘Every time I go on Netflix, it’s so different from ten years
ago, when Fringe! started. Now there are queer films that
are queer-made, showing positive representation in
mainstream space.
The film festival was launched in 2011 in response to arts
cuts that affected LGBTQI+ film festivals. The volunteerrun event shows an eclectic mix of films that celebrate
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queer stories from around the world, welcoming
everybody. With a broad mix of documentaries, features
and shorts, it showcases a dazzling array of voices.
But the increasing numbers of positive representation in
the mainstream are examples of what can be made with a
significant budget. ‘I think there are still many films that
could only be screened at Fringe!,’ says Margetson. ‘Some
of what we show would never normally be shown at a
cinema. There are so many people making films that
wouldn’t necessarily get funded but are still really
valuable, and we’re excited to share them with a broad
audience.’
‘The Barbican is a lovely setting to show documentaries
about excellence because of the broad reach the Centre
has,’ says Margetson. ‘It attracts people from across the
arts, and so it’s a good opportunity to show work to a huge
range of people that we would never usually reach.’
Fringe! Queer Film And Arts Festival
10–13 Nov
See page 30 for details

Captioning charity comes full circle
When Stagetext founders Peter Pullen, Merfyn Williams
and Geoff Brown saw their first captioned theatre show
over two decades ago, it changed their lives forever.
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The trio, who had varying types of deafness, were
delighted to realise how the world of theatre could finally
be opened up to them.
The experience inspired them to launch the charity which
provides captioning and live subtitling services to theatres
and other arts venues to make their activities accessible to
deaf people and those with hearing loss.
Stagetext’s first captioned performance was a Royal
Shakespeare Company production of The Duchess of Malfi,
here at the Barbican 21 years ago this month. So it’s
fitting that they’re returning for an exhibition to celebrate
its milestone birthday.
Captions Speak Louder explores the history of captioning
through the stories of those who made it happen and the
people whose lives were changed as a result. Based on an
archive of Stagetext’s history, the exhibition details how
the organisation has grown and developed over the last
two decades, and how captions and subtitles have made
theatres, galleries, and museums a much more welcoming
place for deaf audiences.
Captions Speak Louder
Look out for the exhibition on the Theatre mezzanine this
month
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Composer knows the score
Mark-Anthony Turnage’s latest work unites two of
his greatest loves – music and football.
It’s one of football’s most exciting games. On the final day
of the 1988/89 season, the top two teams in the First
Division (today’s Premier League) were close enough on
points for their match to be the decider. But for Arsenal to
win the league, they had to beat Liverpool by a margin of
two goals, away at Anfield. With the Scousers unassailable
all season, this was a feat most pundits thought
impossible.
So it comes as a surprise when long-time Arsenal fan and
one of Britain’s best-known living composers, MarkAnthony Turnage, tells us that when Barbican Head of
Music Huw Humphreys asked him to write a new work
about the game, he at first refused.
‘I thought the idea of doing 90 minutes was a slog – it
would just be like film music. So I kept saying no,’ he
recalls. Then Humphreys explained the piece could cover
only the highlights, and Turnage agreed. Up For Grabs,
which premieres this month, relives the excitement of that
match.
Despite his initial reservations, the composer says: ‘I’ve
had real fun with this. I’ve enjoyed it probably more than
anything else I’ve ever done.’
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Regarded as one of the most relevant and forthright
composers of today, Turnage often absorbs jazz elements
into a contemporary classical style, making his work
appealing to a broad audience. True to form, this latest
work is written for jazz trio and orchestra – for this world
premiere the BBC Symphony Orchestra and conductor
Ryan Bancroft is joined by John Parricelli (Loose Tubes),
Peter Erskine (Weather Report) and Laurence Cottle
(Earthworks).
Up For Grabs is dedicated to the memory of player David
‘Rocky’ Rocastle, who died of cancer aged 33 in 2001, and
has long been a fan favourite.
While Turnage is excited to share his new music – which
will also be livestreamed – he says he’s particularly looking
forward to a panel discussion after the performance with
members of the 89 Arsenal squad. When he was younger,
Turnage lived so near to the Arsenal ground he would see
some players walking down his road on their way to the
match. But he never had the courage to talk to them. ‘I’ve
never gone up to famous people, even rock people. I just
don’t do that,’ he says.
So this will be his chance to finally meet Lee Dixon and
others from that legendary team.
Up For Grabs
5 Nov
See page 33 for details
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The creation of an icon
Isamu Noguchi’s Akari light sculptures are a familiar
sight in homes worldwide and have spawned many
imitations. This is the story behind the icon.
‘All that you require to start a home are a room, a tatami,
and Akari’ – Isamu Noguchi
In 1950 Noguchi returned to Japan for the first time in well
over a decade. He was travelling on a Bollingen Foundation
fellowship, studying the role of sculpture in the public
sphere, visiting countries such as Greece, India and
France.
The following summer he and architect Kenzo Tange were
en route to Hiroshima to view progress on Tange’s Peace
Park project when they stopped at Gifu, the centre of
paper lantern manufacturing. There Noguchi saw the
cormorant fishing festival, where the fishermen use paper
lanterns, called chochin, to illuminate their boats at night.
He was captivated.
‘The mayor of Gifu asked Noguchi if he would help
revitalise the lantern-making industry,’ says Matt Kirsch,
curator of research at The Noguchi Museum. ‘Not only had
its economy suffered due to the Second World War, but
before the war, the Japonisme movement in Europe and
America saw a lot of knock-off paper lanterns which
weren’t made in Japan.
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‘This very potent visit – being on the river with this armada
of lanterns, observing the quality of light through this
particular paper, then visiting a factory to see how chochin
were made - was an “aha” moment for Noguchi.‘ He
decided to modernise the chochin by changing the candle
inside for a light bulb.
‘He came up with two prototypes the next day,’ says
Kirsch. ‘He engaged the Ozeki and Co. Ltd family, with
whom we still work today. They came to an arrangement
where Noguchi would come up with a shape, and the Ozeki
family would make a wooden mould that they wind the
bamboo ribbing around and then adhere the paper to that
before collapsing the wooden mould. It wasn’t quite like
assembly-line production because everything was
handmade.’
It was important to Noguchi to blend the traditional and
modernity. So true Akari lamps are made using strips of
washi paper – from the inner bark of the mulberry tree –
which is fixed to the bamboo frame using traditional glue.
Noguchi showed his first Akari at a major exhibition of his
recent ceramics and sculpture at the Museum of Modern
Art Kamakura in 1952. But not everyone liked them.
‘There was a bit of a backlash. Some of the other avantgarde artists in Japan thought he was hemming too close
to tradition,’ explains Kirsch. ‘It was a somewhat
generational divide. The younger artists were attracted to
his ideas, their teachers less so.’
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Noguchi was not deterred. He saw the Akari as a way ‘to
bring sculpture into a more direct involvement with the
common experience of living’. Sensing they would have
mass appeal, he sought out retailers and distributors in the
USA and Europe.
Their commercial aura led to some in the Western art
world to debate whether Akari were ‘art’ or ‘design’ – a
distinction Noguchi sought to disrupt by embracing a broad
concept of art. This sort of resistance to his Akari lamps
from artists and critics dogged Noguchi, but this was a
passion project for him, and he made over 100 models
before his death in 1988.
So what’s their legacy? No doubt their ubiquity, says
Kirsch. ‘Noguchi would have hated them to be termed
“luxury items”, but their price tag does factor into that so
the fact that IKEA introduced a range of shapes imitative
of Akari for the worldwide market and that caught on is
testament to their allure and credibility.’
Noguchi
Until 9 Jan
See page 24 for details
This exhibition is generously supported by the Terra
Foundation for American Art, The Great Britain Sasakawa
Foundation and US Embassy London.
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Music can bring us together
Progress on race equity is being stymied by media
misdirection and political chicanery, says
saxophonist and MC Soweto Kinch, who’s created an
artistic response to today’s big issues.
After a tumultuous 2020, jazz saxophonist, composer, poet
and MC Soweto Kinch’s head was bursting with thoughts.
Topics such as Covid-19, Black Lives Matter protests and
the toppling of racist statues weighed on him. So he sat
down to write essays to clear his head. They are the basis
of his latest work, White Juju, commissioned in
collaboration with the London Symphony Orchestra and
Serious, and premiering with the LSO here this month as
part of the EFG London Jazz Festival.
The genesis of the piece came during his 2020 Black Peril
tour – also commissioned and performed by the LSO –
which saw him play live at UK historical sites to
commemorate the race riots which took place in the UK
and USA 100 years ago in 1919-21. ‘While we were
attempting to represent this obscured but shared British
history, there was a debate raging about statues – the
culture war,’ he recalls. ‘I couldn’t help reflecting how
much statues, flags, emblems of empire and this historical
idea of “British greatness” is used to subtly oppress people
or to disorient people.’
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He says every time we seem to be making some progress
on issues such as racism, there’s a ‘culture war
intervention’ which distracts people. He feels that many of
society’s dividing lines are confected – divisions are
accentuated to set natural allies against one another.
‘There are persistent and seductive national myths that
keep racial oppression intact, on both sides of the Atlantic,’
says Kinch. ‘“White Juju” describes the media sorcery,
algorithmic chicanery and the art of misdirection employed
to maintain this racial hierarchy and stop people from
unifying.’
It is made up of six new works for jazz quintet and
chamber orchestra. Beginning with the deafening silence of
quarantine in 2020, it conjures sounds such as a bird call
in Central Park, and the statue of a slaver crashing into
Bristol’s River Avon, interwoven with Kinch’s barbed,
incisive lyrics.
The piece is deliberately danceable and intentionally seeks
to subvert the perceived elitism of orchestral music, says
Kinch.
‘Being aware of entering physical spaces, such as public
squares with colossal statues of Queen Victoria, I’m just
aware of visceral reactions in me. I feel like, “Oh, I should
be on my best behaviour”, almost like we’re conditioned to
believe that we should behave in particular ways in
particular spaces.
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‘For example, at the time when many of our popular
operas were being written, it wasn’t considered elitist
music. So this is both about real elitism but also perceived
elitism. I want to explore the idea that the audience is
wondering how to behave because it’s the London
Symphony Orchestra, but also it’s jazz and hip hop. Can I
clap? Can I dance? Am I allowed to engage my hips in my
appreciation of this music? Or is decorum required of me?’
What’s the answer? ‘I want to play with that idea,’ grins
Kinch. ‘Just as people’s toes are starting to tap and they’re
like “this is funky”, in comes a mixture of “conventional
classical” and sounds and samples from current affairs
programmes, which signal to people to be buttoned up.
That’s the moment I’m really interested in.’
LSO/EFG Jazz Festival: Soweto Kinch White Juju
19 Nov
See page 40 for details

Shining a light on classical music’s diverse past
Pianist and musicologist Samantha Ege says the
work of Florence Price and Margaret Bonds deserves
to be more widely heard.
Florence Price is known as the first Black American woman
to gain major success as a composer. But that’s only part
of the story, as Dr Samantha Ege will share in a concert
preceded by a talk from the University of Oxford’s Aaliyah
Booker.
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In fact, there was a significant network of Black women in
Chicago in the 1930s and 40s who composed classical
music, including Margaret Bonds, a friend of Price who was
influenced by her work. ‘For them, it’s not a case of music
of African descent on one side and music of European
descent on the other – these styles and influences work
hand in hand,’ says Ege. ‘And they were proud of both,
which they saw as part of their musical ancestry.’
Learning music from a young age, Ege says she ‘spent my
whole life learning about it from the periphery. Before I
knew about Price’s life and music, I had been inculcated to
see classical music as the exclusive domain of white men.’
A foreign exchange year at McGill University, Canada, was
transformative when a professor taught a class on Price
and Bonds. ‘Price’s music opened my eyes to a completely
new narrative in classical music. And that was just mindblowing for me. Being a musicologist, what I wanted to do
was figure out ways in which I could tell this history.
Because I’m a pianist, too, and so many of these women
wrote for piano, I realised that not only do I have the
ability to tell this history, but I can bring it to life for
audiences by actually playing it too.’
Ege says she’s passionate about demonstrating the
diversity of classical music. ‘The truth of classical music is
that it is a very diverse field, although it might not
necessarily be taught that way.’ And by researching these
stories as a musicologist and historian, she hopes to create
a resource others can build on. ‘What I’m seeing is that in
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response to my work, people are not just seeing these
women as isolated figures, but they’re now taking this step
forward to look at the wider network around them.’
Fantasie Nègre: The Piano Music of Florence Price
24 Nov
See page 36 for details

Making space for play
Squish Space, our sensory zone for children and their
families, is back. The area brings people together to learn
through interaction, collaboration and play. Using a variety
of materials and tactile objects, it’s a place to spin, jump,
hide, touch and explore. Entry is free, but you must book
in advance.
Squish Space
Nov – Dec 2021
See barbican.org.uk for opening times and to book

A roller coaster ride of a life
Multi-award-winning actor and Sunday Times bestselling
author Alan Cumming takes you on an honest, poignant,
and joyous roller coaster of a ride as he shares stories
from his extraordinary life at this Live In Conversation
event. Hear about his troubled childhood on a remote
Scottish estate to his early days as a Blue Jeans photostory model; how he became a Tony and Olivier award-
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winning theatre actor and made back-to-back films with
Stanley Kubrick and the Spice Girls. He’ll also reveal his
journey from Golden Globe and Emmy Award nominated
television actor, to social justice activist and LGBTQI+
advocate.
An Audience With Alan Cumming:
Tales From A Fully Packed Life
3 Nov
Book at barbican.org.uk

A tale of reunions
Life has a funny way of showing us more improbable
coincidences than we might like to admit, as The
Comedy of Errors director Phillip Breen discovered.
Improbable serendipity is central to the plot of The
Comedy of Errors. The tale of mistaken identity, confusion
and apparent miracles hinges on things that are unlikely to
happen. But when you think about it, maybe there are
more examples of ‘unlikely’ events in real life than you’d
expect.
‘On the day I met my father for the first time in 28 years
in a London restaurant, he was sat at the next table to my
professional mentor, who didn’t even live in London,’ says
Phillip Breen, who’s directing this production for the Royal
Shakespeare Company. ‘I had no idea that he would be
there. At moments like this it feels like you’re being taught
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a lesson about the nature of fatherhood by a benevolent
deity or something. But when I tell this story to folk, they
all have an equivalent.’
Some people dismiss the events in this play as being so
implausible that they could only happen in a fantasy or
cartoon world. But that’s to lose sight of the richness of
this text, says Breen. ‘The action of the play is unlikely –
highly unlikely – but I’m constantly focussing on why it’s
possible.
‘Anyway, how many good stories do you know that begin
with “this very highly predictable thing happened to me
the other day”…? This is a wonderful play, precisely
because it is strange and uncanny. But as we all know,
with our own stories of weird chance meetings involving
doubles and people who oughtn’t to be together, it’s quite
realistic. It’s how life is.’
The director, who made his RSC debut in 2012 with The
Merry Wives of Windsor, says if you want Shakespeare
plays to be ‘rational’ in order to understand them, then
you’re ‘on a bit of a hiding to nothing’. ‘Shakespeare, like
all great artists, is concerned with what something feels
like from inside, how life is experienced and felt. If you
want concrete solutions, do a crossword or join a cult. If
you want to experience some of the mystery of life and
how it is experienced in realms just beyond the limit of our
understanding, then Shakespeare is a hell of a guide.’
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This being a Shakespeare comedy, everything ends
happily. The family, for so long apart, is finally reunited.
And that feels particularly appropriate for welcoming RSC
fans back to the Barbican after theatres have been dark for
such a long time.
‘The madness in the play comes from the characters’
isolation,’ reflects Breen. ‘In the final act, peace and sanity
are restored because, ultimately, we don’t organically
know who we are, and we only know who we are because
of other people. It’s a play that posits that you can only
know truth collectively; there’s no sense in being
convinced of your own truth in isolation while calling the
rest of the world mad.
‘It’s a play about the fragility of the self, how quickly and
profoundly we can lose ourselves when we lose touch with
people. It’s about how close we all are to chaos despite our
best efforts at convincing ourselves otherwise. It’s about
what happens when the world stops behaving like it used
to, and everything feels indefinably strange and out of
kilter – it looks like the world you know, but doesn’t feel
like the world you know.
‘More generally, this is a play that begins with a man
looking at some dark clouds and assuming there’s going to
be a massive storm. So he panics. And then his wife
panics. And then, because the parents panic, the kids
panic and start to cry. And then everyone on the boat
panics. And the man lashes himself and his family to the
masts, and the sailors jump in the lifeboats and row away.
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Then the sun comes out. And there is no storm. And the
ship serenely sails into a rock in calm seas because, out of
panic, no one is driving the bloody thing. This feels to me
like the social media age. People responding hysterically to
cloud patterns, jumping to extreme conclusions, thereby
causing panic and hysteria everywhere, which stops
everyone from being able to see where they truly are. As
Shakespeare is constantly reminding us in this play, “the
storm’s in your head, man…”. Quit wailing and lashing
yourselves to the mast when there are a few dark clouds in
the sky; put your hands on the wheel and pilot the ship.’
The production is set in the 1980s, and the Ephesus it’s set
in takes its influences from a variety of places. ‘We wanted
something that was going to liberate the play,’ says Breen.
He says in choosing the setting, the team looked at the
basic facts of the play: Shakespeare’s Ephesus is a place
where there is an autocratic ruler who has the power of life
and death over its citizens, who can introduce laws by
diktat. It’s somewhere people can become rich very quickly
and poor very quickly. There’s class disparity; reputation
matters. It’s a place where money talks. It’s a place of
’east meets west’, a thriving world port, a city of
conspicuous consumption.
‘In shaping our Ephesus, we looked at Gulf states such as
the UAE and Qatar where there’s a real world melting pot,
with a high proportion of migrants,’ says Breen.
‘Spectacular things get built almost overnight, and it’s a
place of curious dissociation, which felt important to the
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play. Snow domes in the desert, air-conditioned malls
serving ice cream in 50-degree heat, people appearing and
disappearing, indentured slavery, and an undercurrent of
autocracy.
‘But Ephesus is also a place with an abbey and an abbess,
so we thought about the sounds of Istanbul, cathedral
bells, muezzin, the music of the synagogue and so on.’
He explains that choosing the 1980s avoided the problems
of mass worldwide communication such as text messages,
FaceTime and so on because the plot would unravel with
that technology.
‘This setting felt fun, and was the period of many
influential comedies of my childhood which have a strongly
dissociative element, such as Back To The Future, Trading
Places and Who Framed Roger Rabbit. As well as the work
of David Lynch.’
Some people say The Comedy of Errors is a purely farcical
play, best known for being short and funny. But Breen
thinks that’s under-appreciating this work. And that gets
him on something of a soapbox.
‘It is short and funny. That’s no bad thing. If you take
anything away from what I’m saying here, it should be
that The Comedy of Errors is short and funny. But no great
play is “purely” anything.
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‘The Merry Wives of Windsor and The Comedy of Errors
have quite a lot in common, in terms of the way “what
they are best known for” clouds our ability to fully
understand them.
‘These plays are amazing if you treat them like Hamlet and
twice as funny.
‘Shakespeare’s “comic” characters are routinely forbidden
complex psychologies. Because so often Shakespeare’s
comedies are riven with strange inconsistencies; because
they don’t behave as stage comedies should, they are
assumed to be either full of mistakes or lesser works. I
think they’re like life as it is lived.
‘I suppose that is why tragedies outsell comedies by and
large. The tragic view of the universe is more comforting.
The world ends in a conflagration. Or in a nuclear war.
Because we’re bad. It somehow makes sense of things and
puts human beings at the centre of the narrative. It makes
our actions somehow more significant. The comic view of
the universe where all the molecules unhook from all the
other molecules, and we drift off in a post-mordial soup in
a billion years’ time, offers little comfort. Our actions are
perhaps more absurd within that context, but the vision for
the universe is perhaps more true.
‘While there are “farcical” elements in The Comedy of
Errors, those are just the things that draw you to the
stage. The real business of the play is to remind us of our
common humanity by showing how fragile the notion of
the self is.’
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However you choose to approach this play – as light relief,
or an opportunity to contemplate philosophical concepts of
self and the individual – what you will have is a cracking
night out. Being back in theatres, watching exceptional
actors perform work by one of the world’s great
playwrights is a joy.
‘We couldn’t imagine this play on our own,’ says Breen.
‘We can’t make it make sense without you, the audience.
You can’t do life on your own. It just doesn’t make sense.’
And that makes perfect sense.
The Comedy of Errors
16 Nov–31 Dec
See page 26 for details

now

Art & Design
Noguchi
Until 9 Jan 2022

Noguchi
An exhibition celebrating Japanese-American artistic
polymath Isamu Noguchi. Explore his work in architecture,
design, furniture and dance across six decades. (£18)
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Tue 2 Nov, 6.30pm
BSL Tour of Noguchi
A British Sign Language tour of Noguchi exclusively for
Deaf and hard of hearing visitors. (£5, carers go free)
Free for Members
Visit all our exhibitions for free with Membership. Plus, get
priority booking and offers around the Centre. Join now at
barbican.org.uk/membership
Until 6 Feb 2022, The Curve

Shilpa Gupta
Discover the work of Mumbai-based artist in her first major
London exhibition. She highlights the fragility of one’s right
to expression and raises questions of censorship,
confinement and resistance. (Free)
Until 23 Dec, Level G

How We Live Now: Matrix
Feminist Design Co-operative
A multi-layered installation exploring the previously unseen
Matrix archive, which features rare films, drawings, photos
and architectural models. (Free)

For full programme information, including opening times,
please visit barbican.org.uk
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Theatre & Dance
1–12 Nov, Online
Can I Live? 12* AD Complicité / Fehinti Balogun
Fehinti Balogun stars in this groundbreaking filmed
performance that combines stunning visuals, hip-hop and
spoken word to chart his journey as a Black British man
into environmental activism. (Pay What You Decide)
Until 6 Nov, The Pit

PRIME_TIME
In Bed With My Brother
Taking aim at Amazon’s founder, this high energy,
anarchic show is a riotous reassessment of the web giant
and the power he holds over our planet and beyond.
Winners of the Oxford Samuel Beckett Theatre Trust
Award. (£15-18*)
10–13 Nov, The Pit

Gone, Gone Beyond
People Like Us
Watch and listen as unexpected narratives expand and
unravel all at once around you. Inside this immersive, 360degree cinematic installation, you’ll get to look far beyond
the frame. (£18*)
16 Nov—31 Dec, Theatre

The Comedy of Errors
Royal Shakespeare Company
Shakespeare’s ever popular fairy-tale farce of everyday
miracles, mistaken identity and double vision, directed by
comedy master Phillip Breen. (From £10*)
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19–20 Nov, The Pit

CRIPtic Pit Party
Jamie Hale
Award-winning artist Jamie Hale curates a joyful and
uplifting Pit Party comprising a mixed bill of creative,
political and responsive work by d/Deaf and disabled
performers. (£18*)
22–28 Nov, Online

Double Bill Ballet Black
This made-for-film adaptation of their acclaimed double bill
is full of lyrical contrasts and beautiful movement. (£10)
24 Nov—4 Dec, The Pit

Awavena
Lynette Wallworth
This stunning 360° VR experience uses cutting edge
technology to connect you with an Amazonian people who
are ascending from the edge of extinction. (£12*)
26 Nov–1 Dec, Silk Street Theatre

Anna Karenina by Leo Tolstoy
Guildhall School
Award-winning playwright Marina Carr’s fresh and
contemporary take on this classic love story is directed by
Kate Wasserberg, Artistic Director of acclaimed theatre
company Stockroom (previously Out of Joint). (£10*)
For full programme information, including artist line ups,
please visit barbican.org.uk Details of prices are available
online. Barbican Members and Business Members enjoy
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discounts on selected events. Join Young Barbican and get
tickets for selected events for just £5, £10 or £15
*Booking Fees: £3 per online transaction. Some events have
reduced booking fees

Cinema
New releases
Please note the new release schedule is subject to change
From Fri 5 Nov
Eternals #
Four immortal beings must save Earth from ancient
enemies. Directed by Chloé Zhao and starring Gemma
Chan, Richard Madden, Angelina Jolie and Kit Harington.
(£12*)
From Fri 12 Nov
Spencer #
Kristen Stewart plays Princess Diana over the course of an
important weekend, in this stylish drama from director
Pablo Larraín (Jackie). (£12*)
From Fri 19 Nov
Drive My Car #
Based on Haruki Murakami's novel, this drama by Ryûsuke
Hamaguchi follows the disappearance of a playwright's
wife. (£12*)
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From Fri 19 Nov
Petite Maman #
Another childhood story from director Céline Sciamma.
After her grandmother's passing, young Nelly finds a new
friend in the woods. (£12*)
From Fri 19 Nov

The Power of the Dog #
With Benedict Cumberbatch, Kirsten Dunst and Jesse
Plemons, this Montana-set tale from Jane Campion
explores an uptight farmer's discovery of love. (£12*)
From Fri 26 Nov

House of Gucci #
Lady Gaga stars in this fictional retelling of the shocking
murder of fashion scion Maurizio Gucci (Adam Driver). Full
of amazing clothes, performances and accents. (£12*)

Special events and seasons

Tue 28 Oct – Wed 4 Nov, Cinemas 1 & 2

Doc’n Roll Film Festival
The UK’s music documentary festival returns with a line-up
including the UK premieres of Congolese music doc The
Rumba Kings and A Symphony of Noise, a film journey
with revolutionary British musician Matthew Herbert.
(£12–13.50*)
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Wed 10– Sat 13 Nov, Cinema 2

Fringe! Queer Film & Arts Fest
Fringe! return with bold new queer cinema and exciting
contemporary titles, celebrating the best LGBTIQA+ stories
from global and local filmmakers. (£12*)
Sun 7 Nov 3pm, Cinema 1

Ecstasy
Made in Prague Festival
The UK Premiere of the 4K digital restoration of Gustav
Machaty´s 1933 masterpiece featuring Hedy Lamarr.
Winner of the Best Restored Film Award at 2019 Venice
International Film Festival.
Thu 18 Nov, 8.10pm, Cinema 1
Blade 18 4K Restoration
+ Recorded Intro by Dr Adilifu Nama
Dr Adilifu Nama, author of Super Black: American Pop
Culture and Black Superheroes, places the appearance of
Blade alongside broad and sweeping cultural trends in
American politics and pop culture. (£12*)
Sat 23 Nov 7pm, Cinema 1
The American Sector #
Architecture on Film
This documentary film explores the areas where fragments
taken from the Berlin Wall have ended up in the USA.
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13–18 Nov, Cinema 1

EFG London Jazz Festival
This programme brings together a short selection of films
which, in their own unique way, captures the relationship
between jazz and the city. (£12*)
16 Nov 6.10pm, Cinema 2
12 Angry Men U
+ Presentation by Lorna Dawson
Science on Screen
With experience as an expert witness in murder trials,
Lorna Dawson will examine the interface between science
and the law, including the false perception that science can
answer every question with 100 percent certainty. (£12*)
19 Nov–3 Dec, Cinema 1 & 3

Palestine Film Festival
The annual London Palestine Film Festival returns with a
programme of films and discussions to encourage crucial
dialogue about Palestinian. (£12*)
Fri 26–Sun 5 Dec, Cinemas 1 & 2

London International Animation Festival
LIAF returns for its 18th year with a mammoth celebratory
feast of forums, ScreenTalks and hundreds of the best
animated shorts and features from all around the world.
(£12*)
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Families
Every Saturday 11am, Cinema 2

Family Film Club
In Nov we have our regular Show & Tell introduction at the
beginning of the month as well as a free hour-long
workshop on the last Saturday of the month.
(£2.50–3.50*)
Parent and Baby Screenings
Enjoy the best new films every Saturday and Monday
morning with your little ones of twelve months and under,
at our specially tailored screenings. Sign up to the mailing
list at barbican.org.uk/parentandbaby
Information
Relaxed Screenings
One Friday afternoon and one Tuesday evening in every
month, we screen a film in a specially tailored environment
for adults who may be on the autistic spectrum, have
Tourette Syndrome, anxiety, sensory or other learning
difficulties. A companion or carer may attend for free.
(£7*)
Barbican Members enjoy discounts on selected events,
including 20% off cinema tickets. Join Young Barbican and get
tickets for selected events for just £5, £10 or £15. *Booking
Fees: £3 per online transaction. Some events have reduced
booking fees. Barbican Members don’t pay booking fees. Most
new releases have captioned and audio-described screenings.
There are also two relaxed screenings every month. See online
for details
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Classical Music
All concerts take place in the Hall unless otherwise stated
1–8 Nov, Silk Street Theatre

Opera Double Bill: Bizet and Viardot
Georges Bizet Le docteur Miracle
Pauline Viardot Cendrillon (orch Amy Crankshaw)
Guildhall School celebrates the 200th anniversary of the
birth of the extraordinary mezzo-soprano, pianist and
composer Pauline Viardot with a staging of her delightful
opera Cendrillon. (£25*)
Fri 5 Nov 7.30pm, Hall/Online

Up for Grabs
Maurice Ravel Boléro
Igor Stravinsky Firebird Suite (1919)
Mark-Anthony Turnage Up for Grabs
Relive one of the beautiful game’s greatest dramas. Ryan
Bancroft conducts as projected highlights of Anfield 89 get
the symphonic treatment from the BBC Symphony
Orchestra, and members of Arsenal’s title-winning team
reminisce. (£15–40* Hall/£12.50 Online)
Sun 7 Nov 2.30pm

LSO Discovery Family Concert
A fun, informative concert for families. Immerse yourself in
the rhythms and melodies of folk music and learn how
composers used these tunes in their own music.
(£10–16*)
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Tue 9 Nov 7.30pm, Milton Court

Shostakovich: Life, Letters & Friendship
Experience the intense emotional power of Shostakovich’s
String Quartets as the Carducci Quartet paint an intimate
portrait of the great composer through music and spoken
word. (£15–40*)
Wed 10 Nov 6.30pm

LSO Half Six Fix: Eroica
A different way to experience the LSO, with introductions
from the conductor to Ludwig van Beethoven’s Eroica
Symphony, an era-defining masterpiece which shook
classical music to its foundations. (£18–35*)
Thu 11 Nov 7pm

LSO/Roth & Chamayou
François-Joseph Gossec Symphonie à 17 parties
Camille Saint-Saëns Piano Concerto No 2
Ludwig van Beethoven Symphony No 3, Eroica
A Beethoven masterpiece, music from his contemporary in
revolutionary France – François-Joseph Gossec – and
Camille Saint-Saëns's exuberant Second Piano Concerto,
which will fizz in the hands of soloist Bertrand Chamayou.
(£18–60*)
Sun 14 Nov 2pm, Milton Court

Bach: Six Suites, Six Echoes
Jean-Guihen Queyras pairs each of Johann Sebastian
Bach’s six cello suites with an echo from our own time,
proving Bach’s music speaks across time, yet exists
outside of any era. (£15–40*)
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Wed 17 Nov 7.30pm

Guildhall Symphony Orchestra
Dmitri Shostakovich Symphony No 9
Sergei Rachmaninov Rhapsody on a theme of Paganini
Modest Mussorgsky Pictures at an Exhibition
(orch Maurice Ravel)
Guildhall Symphony Orchestra perform a Russian feast of
much-loved works by Shostakovich, Rachmaninov and
Mussorgsky, conducted by Baldur Brönnimann. (£10–15*)
Thu 18 Nov 7.30pm, Milton Court

Britten Sinfonia/Alison Balsom:
An American Rhapsody
Includes: Joaquín Rodrigo Concierto de Aranjuez
(arr Gil Evans/Miles Davis)
Aaron Copland Quiet City
George Gershwin Rhapsody in Blue (arr Simon Wright)
Britten Sinfonia join forces with star trumpeter Alison
Balsom in a concert harnessing the power and legacy of
Miles Davis and the enduring musical influence of the Jazz
Age. (£15–35*)
Tue 23 Nov 7.30pm, Hall/Online

James McVinnie Ensemble: Glassworks
Philip Glass Music in Fifths
Chris P Thompson True Stories & Rational Numbers
Philip Glass Glassworks
Philip Glass finds a kindred spirit in Chris P Thomson’s
experimentations with mathematically ‘just’ intonation. A
mesmerising evening of minimalism and unorthodox
sounds with a boundary-pushing collective awaits you.
(£15–40* Hall/£12.50 Online)
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Wed 24 Nov 7.30pm, Milton Court

Fantasie Nègre: The Piano Music of Florence Price
Florence Price Fantasie Nègre Nos 1–4
Margaret Bonds Spiritual Suite
Vítezslava Kaprálová Sonata Appassionata
Pianist Samantha Ege has dedicated her life to ‘illuminating
the diversity of classical music’s past, present, and future’.
Tonight she champions three remarkable composers that
history almost left behind. (£15–35*)
25–30 Nov, Milton Court Studio Theatre

Guildhall School
Opera Scenes
Outstanding singers and repetiteurs from the first year of
the Guildhall School Opera Course perform classical and
contemporary operatic excerpts with piano
accompaniment. (£10*)
Thu 25 Nov 7pm
LSO/Nosdea, Jansen & Fröst
Sally Beamish Distans: Double Concerto for Violin and
Clarinet
Sergei Prokofiev Romeo and Juliet – Suite
A UK premiere written in the solitude of lockdown, but
inspired by the compelling onstage presence of its soloists.
Clarinet and violin, Romeo and Juliet – some pairings were
meant to be. (£18–60*)
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Thu 25 Nov 7.30pm, Milton Court

Academy of Ancient Music: South America
The Academy of Ancient Music and VOCES8 travel from
Rome to Peru, as they trace the remarkable journey of
Domenico Zipoli: priest, traveller and composer
extraordinaire. (£15–35*)
Fri 26 Nov 7.30pm

BBC SO/Oramo: A Masterpiece Rediscovered
Ludwig van Beethoven Overture to Egmont
Igor Stravinsky Violin Concerto
Dora Pejacevic Symphony in F-sharp minor
Sakari Oramo and the BBC SO showcase an explosive,
reflective and rapturous Croatian symphony once buried by
history, while Vilde Frang negotiates Igor Stravinsky’s
snap, crackle and pop Violin Concerto. (£12.50–42*)
Sun 28 Nov 3pm

LSO musicians/Halsey:
A Choral Winter Celebration
A choral celebration to kick-start the festive season,
featuring the LSO’s family of singers. (£15–35*)
Mon 29 Nov 7.30pm, Milton Court

Mark Padmore & Jonathan Biss: Dichterliebe
Robert Schumann Liederkreis, Op 24
Sechs Gedichte und Requiem, Op 90
Dichterliebe
Tenor Mark Padmore and pianist Jonathan Biss trace a
poetic journey through the intricacies of the human heart,
explore the riches of Robert Schumann’s songs. (£15–40*)
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Barbican Members enjoy discounts on selected events. Join
Young Barbican and get tickets for selected events for just £5,
£10 or £15
*Booking Fees: £3 per online transaction. Some events have
reduced booking fees. Barbican Members don’t pay booking
fees.

Contemporary Music
Sun 1 Nov 7.30pm

An Evening with Matthew Halsall
Jazz musician, composer and producer Matthew Halsall
performs new material, deep covers and reworks from his
back catalogue. (£22.50–27.50*)
Fri 5 Nov, 7pm

Guildhall Big Band with Josephine Davies
Guildhall Big Band welcomes special guest co-director
Josephine Davies in a concert celebrating individuality, life
and music. (£15*)
Sat 6 Nov 8pm

Christian Löffler
German electronic producer and visual artist Christian
Löffler conjures up an immersive live performance of
euphoric minimal techno. (£22.50–27.50*)
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Sun 28 Nov 6.30 & 8.30pm, Milton Court

Sona Jobarteh
Mixing sounds of jazz and pop melodies into her rich
songs, she keeps the West African tradition of Griot kora
music alive, while bringing it to new audiences
internationally. (£25–35*)

EFG London Jazz Festival
Fri 12 Nov 7.30pm

Archie Shepp & Jason Moran: Let My People Go
+ Shirley Tetteh
Bringing together their shared devotion for African
American culture, identity and history; they perform music
from their 2021 intimate live album Let My People Go. Plus
support from guitarist Shirley Tetteh playing a solo set.
(£25–40*)
Sun 14 Nov 7.30pm

Aynur
A rare London solo show from one of the richest voices in
Kurdish folk music – an exemplary showcase of her
cultural heritage and roots. (£25–32.50*)
15–17 Nov

Guildhall Jazz Festival
A three-day festival in proud partnership with the EFG
London Jazz Festival celebrating the wealth of creativity
and originality within the Guildhall Jazz community. (£15*)
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Mon 15 Nov 7.30pm

Marcel Khalifé & Bachar Mar-Khalifé
The oud master returns to the Barbican in Mahmoud,
Marcel and I – a show created by his son to celebrate his
musical legacy. (£25–40*)
Tue 16 Nov 7.30pm

Avishai Cohen + Nikki Yeoh: Café Oran
Acclaimed bassist and composer Avishai Cohen performs
with his trio. With support from Nikki Yeoh’s Café Oran
project in a celebration of the music of Maurice El Médioni.
(£25–40*)
Fri 19 Nov 7.30pm

LSO/EFG Jazz Festival: Soweto Kinch
The world premiere of Soweto Kinch’s new work for
orchestra, written in response to the Black Lives Matter
movement, Black British history and the past 18 months of
lockdown. (£18–35*)
Soweto Kinch White Juju (world premiere)
Lee Reynolds conductor
Soweto Kinch saxophone & vocals
Sat 20 Nov 7.30pm

Charles Lloyd + Nérija
Spiritual jazz saxophone legend Charles Lloyd takes us on
an exploration of the realms of wonder and beauty. With
support from stars of the London jazz scene, Nérija.
(£25–40*)
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Sun 21 Nov 7.30pm

Brad Mehldau Trio
Performing with his longtime trio, Mehldau’s signature
sound is undeniably expressive and intense – he continues
to push the paradigms of jazz and classical performance.
(£25–40*)

soon
30 Jan, Hall

Klein
Playful experimentation and boundary-pushing are
hallmarks of avant-garde British composer Klein’s work.
Working at the intersection of composed music, theatre
and song, she conjures a unique sound universe that
draws you in. Her latest album, Harmattan, expands
what’s considered ‘classical music’.
18 Dec–1 Jan, Hall

Raymond Gubbay Christmas Festival
Get in the spirit with this seasonal series of concerts that’ll
give you a festive feeling. This year there’s a Christmas
carol singalong, a performance by the renowned King’s
College Choir, and carols in a candlelight style setting, for
the tradition-lovers. The Music of Zimmer vs Williams has
music from Christmas classic films, while the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra will play Beethoven’s Ninth as part
of a programme dedicated to the great composer. It’s a
musical feast.
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10 Dec, Cinema 1

Belarus Free Theatre: Alone
This documentary film charts the political awakening of
multi-platinum Ukrainian rock star Andrei Khluvniuk, the
frontman of Boombox, as he’s inspired to protest Russia’s
annexation of parts of his homeland. Inspired by Belarus
Free Theatre, he decides to raise awareness of the
Kremlin’s actions and to campaign for the release of
political prisoners. But what is the cost of using music to
speak the truth? This UK premiere of the film includes a
Q&A with Belarus Free Theatre’s founders.
14 Dec, Hall and online

L’Arpeggiata/Christina Pluhar:
Monteverdi’s Vespers
Christina Pluhar and her daring Baroque ensemble
L’Arpeggiata thrive on pushing music to its limits. Their
interpretation of Monteverdi’s boundary-breaking work
from 1610 showcases dancing energy and astonishing
improvisations that demonstrate why they’re the frontrunners of Baroque music interpretation.
18 Jan, Cinema

The Conformist
Bernardo Bertolucci’s beautiful masterpiece follows wouldbe fascist Marcello Clerici (Jean-Louis Trintignant) who’s
sent to Paris to murder a political dissident in 1930s Rome.
Featuring eye-catching architecture, Bertolucci’s film
shows how the immoral protagonist is unable to see
further than the constricts of his society, leading him to
radical, and yet also cowardly, thoughts and actions.
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For this Science on Screen event, there’ll be a recorded
presentation before the film by leading scholar on income
equality Professor Branko Milanovic (Centennial Professor
at LSE and faculty member at City University of New York).

always
My Barbican: Jo Davis
Our Head of Retail picks her favourite places around
the Centre.
Lily pads
A favourite sun trap and a quiet spot for a bit of lunch,
tucked away behind St Giles Cripplegate are benches
overlooking ponds full of lily pads. It’s a little oasis of calm.
Sometimes I sit and people-watch across the lake towards
the Barbican, but most often, I tuck myself away and catch
some lunchtime rays, in peace and quiet behind the
church.
Level 4 tunnel
When I first started working at the Barbican, I spent
several weeks pretending to know where I was going and
getting lost in the process. It turns out that this is the best
way to learn how to get around. On one such journey, I
found myself opposite a tunnel with a huge arrow at the
end that seemed to suggest it was the way I should go. It
wasn’t, but I love this funny feature linking up parts of the
Barbican, and it reminds me of gradually finding my way
round this massive building.
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Brass Brass Brass
I love all the brass detailing around the centre, on rails and
stairs, doors and floors. It gives off a warmth and in
places, gives the concrete around it a golden glow. I think
the brass is as much of a feature of the place as the
concrete. The push and pull plates on the doors are just
one of the lovely details picked out in our Barbican Centre
photo book, also available as a print.
Shapes and silhouettes
There are so many repeated shapes and silhouettes
throughout the Centre. They’re instantly recognisable as
the Barbican and often appear on cards, prints and
products available in the shop. My favourite shapes are the
curved windows visible at the top of the Barbican terraces
and around Frobisher Crescent and the iconic shape of the
tower’s balconies. I also really love the Barbican’s spiral
ventilation shafts. They even feature in a book all about
ventilation shafts in London. The Barbican’s architecture is
inspiring for so many creatives, artists, illustrators and
photographers – there’s a never-ending supply of vantage
points and details to explore.

A warm welcome
You can expect a warm welcome at Bonfire, our
first-floor restaurant, where the menu is loaded with
treats to light up your tastebuds.
Make things a little spicy with the Jalapeno Chilli Burger,
laden with guacamole and chillies, or the Fiery Buttermilk
Chicken Burger, dripping in Buffalo hot sauce.
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If you prefer your food with a little less bite, the Squeaky
Cheese Burger’s grilled halloumi, red pepper, and
guacamole will leave you with a smile on your face, or the
lip-smacking vegan Beetroot Burger makes an excellent
bite to grab with your friends. And you know you want
those Cajun Fries on the side.
With a good selection of beers, wines, cocktails, mocktails
and soft drinks, plus views over the Lakeside, it’s the spot
to catch up with mates that will leave you all with a glow
inside.
New perspectives
Andrew Gough (@andrewgoughphoto) took an evocative
photo of our Conservatory and shared it with us using
#MyBarbican. He says: ‘The Conservatory is one of my
favourite places in London, I love the contrast of nature
with brutalist concrete, and it always feels like summer
inside. This shot was from a diary project with
@akindofguise at the end of last year.’
We love to see your photos of the Barbican. Share yours
using #MyBarbican and we might use it in a future edition
of The Guide.
We’re not just an arts centre, we’re also a
community. #MyBarbican began as a way of us coming
together during the pandemic. We wanted to share with
you, our community, your favourite memories of the
Barbican. Taken from our Instagram, each month's cover
highlights a photo from this project.
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Share a photo which captures your moment best with
#MyBarbican
@barbicancentre

Booking
Online booking
with seat selection and reduced booking fee at
barbican.org.uk
Stay in touch
For the latest on sale dates, special events and news
straight to your inbox, sign up to our email list at
barbican.org.uk

